Anna A. Zaytseva

My works in comparative law (all are originally in Russian)

Works before the doctoral and master’s degrees, 2009-2005

Short articles published in Russian after conferences of the same titles as the books:

Theses “The analysis of the court representatives institution in Russia and foreign countries: the Swedish experience” (Civil procedure) are published in “Traditions and novelties in the system on the current Russian legislation”, Moscow State Law Academy, Moscow, 2009.

Theses “Legal and actual position of Church in Russia and Scandinavia” (Constitutional law) are published in “The Christmas readings” Nizhny Novgorod regional Branch of the Human Institute, Nizhny Novgorod, 2009.


Theses “Implementation of international law in national legislation on extradition: Russia and Sweden” (Criminal procedure) are published in “Current problems of legal theory and practice”, Nizhny Novgorod State University in honor of Lobachevsky, Nizhny Novgorod, 2009.

Theses “Applied Cultural Science: Scandinavian lessons” of my scientific article “Isolation of culture: Scandinavian model” (Cultural Science) are published in “The current problems in the field of economics, management, business-informatics, jurisprudence and social humanities: materials of the VI-st theoretical and practical conference of students and lecturers of Nizhny Novgorod regional Branch of the State University – The Higher School of Economics”, State University – The Higher School of Economics, Nizhny Novgorod, 2008.

Theses “To the development of Federal law of the Russian Federation “On extradition” (comparative legal analysis of the international norms and the procedural legislation of Sweden)” of my scientific research of the same theme (Criminal procedure) are published in “Intellectual property and the economic development of the regions: problems of law

Theses “Realization of the social insurance in Russia and Sweden” (Financial law) are published in “Contemporary problems of social science and humanities”, Materials of International Conference, 20 Nov. 2008, 15 years of the Nizhny Novgorod regional Branch of the Human Institute, Nizhny Novgorod, 2008.

...and some research papers for student competitions

“Constitutional and actual position of Church in Russia and Scandinavia” (Constitutional law), 2009, 30 p.

“Analysis of institution of judicial representation in civil process in Russia and Sweden” (Civil procedure), 2008, 35 p.


Essays, course papers, home exams, 2014-2005

“The ethical aspects of my Ph.D. project: do ethics have two orders?” – Technology Society Ethics (2014, home exam)

“Regulation & technology for user-oriented systems: shaping a new e-health infrastructure in Norway” – Selected Theoretical Topics in Information Systems Development (2013, home exam)

“A unified approach to sciences: is it time to have it?” – Science, Ethics, Society (2013, home exam)

“The common regime within European employment, cohesion and single market policies” - International Organizations, Theory and Practice (2011, home exam)

“Legal technique in the national legal systems of Russia and Sweden” – Theory of State and Law (2010, course paper)

“Structure and peculiarities of advertising legislation in Russia and in Sweden” – Advertising Law (2010, essay)

“Two welfare states: Sweden vs. Iceland” – The Swedish Model (2010, home exam)

“Does civil society challenge the theories of international relations?” – International Governance and Civil Society (2010, home exam)

“Family relationships – official and unofficial – in Russia and Sweden” – Family law (2009, essay)
“Developed “socialism” of Sweden” – Political science (2009, essay)
“The notion of interest in settlement of transaction for stock corporations under the law of Russia and Sweden” – Corporate law (2008, essay)
“Liability for the pollution of surface natural water objects (by example of the oil discharge into the Oka river on the 21st of October 2008) under the Environmental legislation of the Russian Federation and Sweden” – Environmental law (2008, essay)
“The problem of “native nation” and “minority” correlation in theory and practice of international law by the examples of appeals to the UN Human Rights Committee: Suomi” – International law (2008, essay)
“The disclosure of the bank secrecy and it safeguards in Russia and Sweden” – Banking law (2008, essay)
“The degree of testamentary intent in testamentary succession in accordance with the civil legislation of Russia and Sweden” – Property law (2008, essay)
“Realization of the social insurance in Russia and Sweden: content, problems, effectiveness” – Financial law (2008, essay)
“Migratory crime in Russia and Sweden” – Criminology (2008, essay)
“Citizenship of Russia and Sweden: analysis of legislation” – Constitutional law of foreign countries (2007, course paper)
“The legal status of aliens: Sweden – Russia” – Constitutional law of foreign countries (2007, course paper)
“Activities and the importance of the political parties in Sweden at the present time” – Constitutional law of foreign countries (2007, essay)
“The present-day Scandinavian culture in perception of foreign natives” – Cultural Science (2007, essay)
“Peculiarities of the judicial system and special control bodies in Sweden” – Law enforcement institutions (2006, essay)